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1. Introduction. The class of normal Markov chains was introduced

by Kemeny and Snell [2] in their discussion of potential theory for

discrete denumerable recurrent Markov chains. This class of chains

is characterized here in terms of the ergodicity of an embedded semi-

Markov chain. From this point of view it is shown, in terms of famil-

iar first passage probabilities, what is required for a Markov chain to

be normal.

Let {X,,, n*zO} be a recurrent Markov chain with denumerable

state space 7, and transition matrix P. We assume thatP" approaches

a limit as n becomes infinite; hence the chain is either null or noncyclic

ergodic. We choose a nonzero regular measure a, ci. [3, Chapter 9],

i.e. aP =<x, and denote by N{j(n) the element in row i column j of the

matrix (7+P-|-P2+ • ■ • +Pn).

Definition 1.1. If

(1) lim [Nu(n)aj/ai - N»(n)]
n—, oo

and

(2) lim [Njj(n) - #«,(»)]
n—*oo

both exist for all i and j, then the chain is said to be normal.

We also consider a transition matrix for a dual or reversed Markov

chain defined by

Pa = puctjloti.

The expression in (1) is then seen to be the expression in (2) stated

for the dual chain, i.e. (1) holds iff N'n(n) — N'<,-(») has a limit as n

becomes infinite. (N denotes the obvious quantity for the dual chain.)

2. The embedded semi-Markov chain. Let two states i and j be

fixed throughout the discussion. We henceforth restrict ourselves to

that part of the space where X0 = i or X0=j, then we define Y„

= n — sup[k:XkE{i,j},k^n] and Z„ = X„_y„.

Proposition 2.1. The two dimensional process {(Zn, Yn), n ^ 0} is a

Markov chain and {Zn, n 3; 0} is a semi-Markov chain.
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Proof. We show only that (Z„, Yn) is a Markov chain, the asser-

tion that (Z„, m^O] is a semi-Markov chain will then be obvious,

cf. [4]. The states of the Markov chain are (z, y), z = i, j and y

= 0, 1, 2, • • • with transition probabilities determined by first pas-

sage taboo probabilities, cf. [l, §1, 9]. Let diy) = l—jfuiy)—ifijiy),

then

P(i.y)Ai.O) = ifuiy + 1)7%),

p(i.v), <i.o) = ifuiy + l)/diy),

Pa,v),(i,v+i) = d(y+ l)/diy),

with similar transition probabilities for state (J, y).

There is analogously defined a semi-Markov chain embedded in

the dual chain, we will refer to it as {Zn, n^O}.

3. The main theorem.

Theorem 3.1. The limit (2) exists if and only if the embedded semi-

Markov chain {Zn, n 2:0} is ergodic.

Corollary 3.2. The chain {Xn, ra^O} is normal if and only if the

embedded semi-Markov chains {Zn, n^O} and {Zn, n^O} are both

ergodic for all pairs i, j.

The proof of Corollary 3.2 is immediate upon recalling the duality

of the limits (1) and (2) of Definition 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin by introducing some notation.

We write

<p«W = £ ih(k)
k=0

and similar expressions with appropriate subscripts to denote partial

sums of first passage probabilities.

Then we see that

n n     /     k k \

Nuin) = zZpai-k) = ZiS •/«(* - m)Pij(?*) + Z Mk-m)P«(m)f
k=0 k=0   \ m=»0 m=0 /

n

= zZ {PiM)iFijin - m) + pijim)jFuin -m)}.
m—0

To easily verify this result, reason probabilistically according to the

first transition to either i or j whichever occurs first.

Thus we write
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n

Njj(n) - Nij(n) = £ pyy(*)[l - «F«,(» - *) - ,-£,-,-(» - *)]

(3)

+ Il jFu(n - k)[Pjj(k) - Pij(k)].
k=.0

Now decomposition of p,-,- in the first expression according to the

last visit to state i gives the relation

Pii(k) = 2Z P)i{m)ipn(k —m) + ipjj(k)

and using this, (3) becomes

2(2 Pa(k — m)ipij(m)[l — {Fij(n — k) — yF«(» — k)] )
i=0 \ m=0 /

(4) + £ ##(*) [1 - iFij(n -k)- jFu(n - k)]

(5) + i: yF«(» - k) [p^k) - p^k) ].
4=0

Interchanging the order of summation in the first term we can

write

n n

2Z iPa(m) zZ Pa(k — m)[l — iFij(n — k) — jFu(n — k)]
m=0 k=m

n n

(6) = 2~2 <Pn(m) 2Z P[Zn-m = i, Fn_ro = n — k I Za = j]
m=0 k=m

n

=  ZZ ipij(m)P[Zn-m = i I Z0 = j].

The term (4) is o(l) as w—»oo, and the term (5) can be rewritten as

£ if«(k)[Njj(n -k)- Nij(n - k)].
*—0

By the ergodicity of the Markov chain we know that pjj(k)—pij(k)—>0

as fc-»oo so that [Njj(n)— A\-,-(w)] — [Njj(n — k)— Na(n — £)]—>0 as

n—> 00 and ^* jfu(k) < 1 by the recurrence of the chain so that

[Njj(n) - #«,(•)] - i, ifii(k)[Njj(n - k) - #<,(» - k)]

(7) = [1 - jFu(^)][Njj(n) - Nij(n)] +1oQ).
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We conclude from (3), (6) and (7) that

[Njjin) - Nijin)][l - jFai*)]

n

= Z iPijim)P[Zn-m = i\Z0=j] + oil)

and this can be put in the form

(8)     [Njjin) - Nijin)] = ,Nu £ ,^«(m)P[Z„_m = i| Z0 = j] + oil).

Also we have that

P[Zn = i | Zo = j] - P[Zn_k = i | Zo = j] -► 0

as n—>oo whether or not {Z„, «2:0} is ergodic, cf. [5]. However

Zm ipijim) < co , so that we may conclude that Njjin)— Nijin) has a

limit if and only if P[Zn=i\ Z0=j] has a limit as n—->co.

4. Ergodicity of the embedded semi-Markov chains. If the Markov

chain is not null then the embedded semi-Markov chain is ergodic

and hence the chain is normal according to Theorem 3.1 and its corol-

lary. If the chain is null, then, when properly normalized, at least

one of the distributions jF,,, ;F,,-, jFu or iFjj does not have a finite

first moment. This situation was studied in [5] and conditions on

these first passage distributions are given there to insure the ergodic-

ity of the semi-Markov chain.

The expression for the distribution of the dual semi-Markov chain

Z can be written

n

P[Zn = i\Zo = i] = 22 paik)[l - iFnin - k) - jFuin - k)]

n

= z2pa(k)[l — jFuin ~ k)ctj/on — jFuin — k)]

= P[Z„ = i | Zo = i]

n

+ Z puik)[iFijin - k) - jFjiin - *)«y/o<].

Thus in order that both the semi-Markov and dual semi-Markov

embedded chains be ergodic the distributions jF}i and ,Py must have

the same type of behavior in the tails. For example, as shown in [5],

it is necessary that
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f   [/Fy(«) - jFjiit)]dt / f   [iFiji*) - iFijit)]dt

approach a limit, finite or + oo, as P—>+ =°.

In particular, if the distributions are in the domain of attraction of

a positive stable distribution it is necessary and sufficient that

M") - iF»(t)] + [#*«<•) - *M

approach a limit, finite or + oo, as t—>+co in order that the semi-

Markov and dual semi-Markov chains both be ergodic.

5. A relation between the forward and reverse chains. From (8)

of §3, if the chain is normal then

lim [Njjin) - N^n)] = jNmNij lim P[Zn = i\ Z0 = j].
n—»» n-*w

By observing that

jNu iNij = iaj/a/)jNH = {Njj

cf. [3, p. 247], and comparing with Theorem 9-26 of [3] we identify

lim P[Zn = i\ Zo = j] =  lim   £ ^mi(w),F*,(oo).
n—♦ «> n—*<*>       k

From this we are able to conclude the intuitively appealing result

that the probability in the long run that the last state of the pair

{i,j} to be visited by the forward chain was i is equal to the proba-

bility that in the long run the next state of the pair {i, j} to be

visited by the reverse chain will be i.

The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out this rela-

tionship which was shown here.
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